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Abstract: The ever changing market and customer demands have been a driving force for organizations to shift from the plan 
driven approach to more flexible, responsive, and adaptable approaches like the agile and lean approach. Organizations need to 
think about and adapt new strategies and innovative ideas to ensure every aspect of sustainability. The purpose of this research 
is to develop assessment model (a decision support tool) for evaluation of overall fitness level of a software organization. The 

tool takes into account the agility, leanness and sustainability aspect to derive the overall lean fitness of an organization to the 
rapidly changing market. 
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1. Introduction  

Agile is a mindset, its incremental, iterative and flexible to change and focuses on process improvement. 

Whereas Lean software development is also becoming popular concept for process optimization. Continuous 

learning, experimentation and flexibility to change are some of the common features of Lean and agile. 

Methodologies such as agile are being widely used in software organizations for process improvement. While the 

focus of agile is to develop useful product in an incremental and iterative manner with an mindset which is 

adaptable and flexible to change, lean   start-up has emerged as an methodology which helps in further 

optimisation of the software development process, Lean is iterative and incremental and believes in short 

development cycle with a focus on continuous improvement. Due to globalization, increased completion and  

changing customer requirements/demands organizations are facing constant completion to sustain in the current 

scenario. (Sharifi and Zhang, 1999).  These basic circumstances has prompted a significant update in business 

needs, essential vision, and in the practicality of contemporary models (Sharifi and Zhang, 1999).The purpose of 

this research is to develop a tool,which will assist is evaluating the Lean fitness of an software organization 

keeping the agile,lean and sustainability criterias into account. Aim is to develop a Leanness assement tool using 

the Fuzzy logic infernce sytem which will help the experts to identify their organizations sustainability in the ever 

changing market and assist in better decision making.  

2. Literature Review  

Growing strain to reduce cycle time,enhance qulity and quick responsiveness to changing customer 

requirements are the major factors for oganisations to adapt to he agile development methodology. Even though 

agile software development methods were originally designed for single, small teams, during recent years, large 

organizations have increasingly adopted them (Hossain et al. 2009; Larman and Vodde 2010; 

Leffingwell 2007). According to the Agile manifesto agility is all about-flexibility-small iterations i.e delivering 

features in small outcomes, -empowered employees,customer collaboration-self organized teams ,all these factors 

have made Agile most popular framework in the software domain as compared to the traditional plan driven 

approach.These Agile principles are guidelines towards achiving satisfied customers and delivering a high quality 

product. Agile is more concerned towards shortening the feedback loop between the specified requirements and 

the development team,as a result it helps towards increased customer collaboration ensuring that the requirements 

map to the axctual needs of the customer ad provide value. 

Lean is a methodology which focses on reducing waste and maximizing customer value by developing 

prodeucts which add value to the customer. Lean is all abiut builing the right procut wheras agile is about building 

them in a right way. The lean startup framework follows the validated leanring approach which leads to product 

discovery and identifying the right solution. since the Indian Government is zeroing in on expertise based cycles, 

the extension and development of the lean based businesses isn't restricted.(Girish et.al 2017). Lean leads to 

elimination of wastes like task switching,over processing,waitng time,defects,inventory thereby optimizing the 

development process.  

The term “Sustainable development” was first introduced in the world conservation strategy poposed by thee 

United Nations Environment Programme UNEP and the International Union for the Conservation of Nature IUCN 

in 1980. Sustaainability can be termed as the capability to sustain.According to (Kahn 1995) the three pillars of 

sustainablity are social sustainability,economical sustainability and eviourmenal sustainability.Green IT and 
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sustainability is an approach towads developing green  software in relation with green engineering[5].the aim of 

sustainable software rngineering is to optimize the usage of natural resourses and energy [5].Muthu et al (2019) 

have defined the three dimensions of sustainability as shown in the figure 1. 

 

Figure 1:  Sustainability/ Green IT  dimensions 

In this research we have tried to identify and define the Agile,Lean  and sustainability enablers and criterias  

for software organizations. The enablers have been reviewd and validated from industry experts in lean and agle 

methodology. Further a decision support tool has been designed and developed using the fuzzy matlab tool to 

evaluate the fitness of a software organization.Fuzzt theory was introduced by Dr. Lotfi Zadeh, a professor of 

mathematics from U.C. Berkeley 1965[20].Fuzzy logic is based on a concept where the membership of a set is 

defined as a range of values rather than crisp value like 0 or 1 or true or false. Fuzzy logic uses a range of values 

between the interval of true and false to define the membership of an object. These values can be used to define 

logic expressed in form of  rules for the fuzzy inference system,it comprises of the fuzzy sets,fuzzy membership 

function,linguistic variables and fuzzy  if-then – else rules.Fuzzy sets and linguistic rules are widely used in 

qualitative assessments. However in a scenario where information is quantitative, expressing them in terms of 

numerical amounts are allowed, while in researches where qualitative data is required  the gathered information 

can suffer from ambiguity and vagueness. Studies have shown that many mangers have difficulty in expressing 

their opinion in exact figures rather than using natural language which necessitates linguistic assessment. (Beach 

et al., 2000; Gerwin, 1993). Fuzzy logic uses three steps shown in figure 2 to transform these linguistic 

information into crisp values.  

 

Figure 2: Fuzzy Logic 

Fuzzification is the method of defining the inpiuts and outputs of a system into fuzzy sets and converting fuzzy 

values into crisp values.Fuzzy inference is the fuzzy logic written inform of fuzzy rules which maps the input to 

the output which can aid in decision making.Defuzifucation is a process of convering the output of the fuzzy 

inference system into crisp values. 
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3. Conceptual Model 

 

Figure 3: Conceptual Model 

Figure 3 represents the conceptual model for the proposed system. A conceptual model  for agility assessment 

was developed identifying 20-criteria (Vinodh et al., 2008). The proposed Leanness fitness model consists of 5 

enablers as shown in figure 4,70 criterias and 204 sub-criteras. The enablers were verified and reviewed from 

industry experts.The data is collected from industry experts and an aggregate  value  for each enabler is 

considered.  

 

Figure 4:  Green Fitness enablers 

A.The enablers and their respective criterias are shown in table [1-5]. 
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Table I : Economical  Sustainability 

 

Cycle 

time 

reduction 

High 

Value 

Addition 

Minimizing 

Costs Efficiency Flexibility 

Cost 

Management 

Well defined 

Organizational 

structure 

Cycle time 

reduction 1 3 5 7 9 9 3 

High Value 

Addition 3 1 5 3 3 5 5 

Minimizing 

Costs 5 5 1 5 7 9 7 

Efficiency 7 3 5 1 5 5 3 

Flexibility 9 3 7 5 1 3 3 

Cost 

Management 9 5 9 5 3 1 7 

Well defined 

Organizational 

structure 3 5 7 3 3 7 1 

 

Table II : Social Sustainability 

 

Satisfy the 

needs of 

current 

generation 

Regional 

Self-

Reliance of 

a Company 

High 

Education 

Levels 

High 

Employment 

Responsivness 

to customer 

demands 

Long 

Product 

Life 

developing the 

ability of future 

generations to 

meet their 

demands 

Satisfy the needs 

of current 

generation 1 3 7 7 3 5 9 

Regional Self-

Reliance  3 1 7 7 5 5 9 

High Education 

Levels 7 7 1 7 7 9 3 

High Employment 7 7 7 1 7 3 5 

Responsivness to 

customer demands 3 5 7 7 1 3 9 

Long Product Life 5 5 9 3 3 1 9 

developing the 

ability of future 

generations to 

meet their 

demands 9 9 3 5 9 9 1 

 

Table III : Enviourmental Sustainability 
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Table IV : Leanness Criteria 
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Table V :Agility Criteria 
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B  Input and output parameters  

To Define the  Linguistic variables  for estimating Lean Fitness we have used the linguistic variables and 

membership functions from previous studies and adjusted according to research needs. Therefore based on the 

study conducted by Yang and Li (2002) and considering the human way of perceiving things the Linguistic 

variables are selected to access the performance rating. Matching the above linguistic variables with Fuzzy 

number is done according to the same study by Lin et al.2006.The input parameters and their membership 

functions are described in table 6. 

The Matlab 2015a  Fuzzy tool FIS editor was used to create the input and output parameters as shown in figure 
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5. We have defined three input parameters and one output parameter for the FIS system. 

 

Figure 5: Input and Output parameters 

To measure the fitness index of the organization linguistic variables and membership function for the inputs 

and output parameters are defined as shown in table VI and table V.  

Table VI:  Linguistic variables for inputs 

 

The range specified for the input parameters is in the range  of 0-10, experts were asked to assign a numerical 

value to evry criteria of each enabler in the range of 0 -10. Similarly the membership functions are secified using 

the Matlab 2015a fuzzy logic tool and validated from the experts.  
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Table V:  Linguistic variables for ouput 

 

The membership functions for inputs and ouputs parameters are specified using he fuzzy inference system as 

shown in the given figures[5-7]. 

 

Figure 5: Membership function for agility 

 

Figure 6: Membership function for Leanness 
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.  

Figure 7: Membership function for sustainability 

C.Fuzzy Rule base  for defined criterias 

Fuzzy If-then rule is an essential component of a fuzzy system hence every fuzzy system must have a If-then 

rule.The If-then rule can also be called as a fuzzy implication or a fuzzy conditional statement. The form of fuzzy 

If-then rule can be specified as: IF  a is X THEN b is Y.The fuzzy rule base is a composition of knowledge 

collected from the experts.we have defined the rule base for the proposed system as shown in the figure 8. 

 

Figure 8: Rules for the FIS 
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4.Experimntal Results 

In this study,the proposed method is applied to evaluate the fitnees of a software organization.Data for the  

criterias is collected from industry experts for the agility,lean and sustainability enablers.figure 9,10,11,12 and 13 

show the results of the experiment done using MatlabR2015a. 

 

Figure 9: Rule viewer interface  for the input and output parameters 

 

Figure 10: Matlab code 
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Figure 11: Surface viewer X(input): Leanness,Y(input):Sustainability. Z(output):Fitness 

 

Figure 12: Surface viewer X(input): Agility,Y(input):Leanness. Z(output):Fitness 

 

Figure 13: Surface viewer X(input): Leanness,Y(input):Agility. Z(output):Fitness 
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5.Scope And Conclusion 

The integration of Lean,Agile and sustainability criteria in a single sysytem is focused to increase the 

performance, capability,customer satisfaction,efficiecy and minimize the waste, cost and all sort of variabilities of 

an software organizations.This fitness index can be used by software organizations to evaluate their efficiency and 

performance. 

This paper represents how the Fuzzy inference system can be utilized to evelop a evaluation model using 

realistic data. 

This FIS can be used as an qualitative evaluator for software organizations to assess their Lean performance 

and overall efficiency. The proposed model comprehends all the dimensions of leanness,agility and 

sustainability.This research can be extended by including more performance criterias and also to evaluate the 

performance and efficiency. 
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